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ESSnet on Small Area Estimation

The activity of the ESSnet on SAE is directed to analyze methods and previous

experiences on SAE, focusing on the application of SAE methods for household survey

data.

One of the most relevant point when dealing with statistical problems is the computational

issue. Then, it is important to find a common set of software tools for SAE to share with all

the ESS NSIs.

The different phases of the project consisted of a series of integrated activities to attain an

increased and common theoretical and applicative know-how on SAE to facilitate and

promote the use of SAE techniques in the production of statistical information.

The activities were grouped into work packages in order to increase the efficiency of the

actions and to optimize the final outcome. To ensure the best interactions and mixing of

know-how between the NSIs involved in the project, the leadership of the work packages

has been spread over the ESSnet members.
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Work Packages

WP1- project Coordination and Management- The project co-ordinator (ISTAT) is in

charge for the administrative, financial and operative management of the project.

Stefano Falorsi (ISTAT) is the ESSnet project co-ordinator.

WP2- State of the art- is aimed to provide a comprehensive overview of small area

estimation in the ESS social surveys with respect to implementation, needs and

expectations.

WP3 - Quality assessment-is aimed to review andto validate suitable criteria to

assess the quality of SAE methods.

WP4 - Software tools-is aimed to review the available software tools, e.g. SAS

programs produced by EURAREA project and R routines developed within BIAS

project and to produce software routines and recommendations for standardisation

and certification of software tools for SAE. The need of sharing as much as possible

the outputs of this WP implies the use of free licensed software and this is the main

reason for the choice of the open source software R
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Work Packages

WP5 - Case studies-is focused on application of some of the methods described in

WP2 that are suitable for the specific application as well as relevant tools for

diagnostics, identified in WP3. Case studies was the ground for training the software

or routines identified in WP4. Most partners have expressed interest in priority to the

Labour Force Survey.

WP6 - Guidelines and recommendations-is aimed to summarise the activities and

results produced in the previous WPs, in particular the results in WP3, WP4 and

WP5, so to provide practical guidelines in ESS social surveys context.

WP7 - Transfer of knowledge and know-how-is aimed to transfer knowledge and

know-how to non participating NSIs and dissemination of results through course,

workshop and coaching.

All reports will be available at the end of the project
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ESSnet on Small Area Estimation

The NSI involved into the project are:

Istituto Nazionale di Statistica (ISTAT)- coordinator of the project and WP4, WP6,

WP7

Institut National de la Statistique France et des Etudes Economiques (INSEE)

Statistisches Bundesamt (DESTATIS)

Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (CBS)-coordinator of WP5

Statistisk Sentralbyra (SSB)

Glowny Urzad Statystyczny (GUS)-coordinator WP2

Instituto Nacional de Estadistica de España (INE)-coordinator WP3

Office for National Statistics (ONS)

Swiss Federal Statistical Office (FSO)
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ESSnet on Small Area Estimation

Applications and experiences of SAE in Statistical Institutes overlap in terms of

similar needs and sampling schemes, while may differ for external information

Collaboration action creates synergies and allows everyone to benefit from the

exchange of practices and know-how, representing the basis for identifying best

practises in similar contexts

The project aims at building a common reference framework for the development of

SAE in the NSIs

Standard implementation and quality policies of SAE need to be defined in Official

Statistics
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ESSnet expected results

The results of the ESSnet project will be helpful

To detect the best practises

To define guidelines to be followed for the applications of SAE

To give some advices for software tools users.

Dissemination of results is another important step of the ESSnet project, therefore a

web-site is available in order to

Share information results among the partners

Be a forum platform in order to boost the communication among NSIs willing to

apply SAE methods.
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Basic concepts - What is a small area?

Large-scale sample surveys are planned to estimate several parameters of the

whole population as well as parameters of some population sub-sets e.g.:

Sub-populations of a geographical partition of the country (generally

administrative areas)

Provinces, Local labour market areas, municipality, census tract

Example: local labour market - unemployment rate

Sub-populations characterized by some socio-demographic or economic

subgroups

Age × Sex × Race within geografic planned area

Example: a spefic sex or age-class unemployment rate into regions

Sub-populations geographical and demographic: Age × Sex × Race within

unplanned domain

Example: a spefic sex or age-class unemployment rate into Local labour

market areas
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Basic concepts - What is a small area?

Definition of direct estimator and small area

An estimator of a parameter of interest in a given sub-population is said to be a

direct estimator when it is based only on data of sample units which belongs to it

For most surveys the sample size is not large enough to guarantee reliable direct

estimators for all the sub-populations being studied

A sub-population for which there is not a direct estimator with the required sample

precision is called ”‘small area”’ or ”‘small-domain”’
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Basic concepts - What is a small area

Population and small area of interest

U is the whole population of size N and Ui is the i-th small area of size Ni

s is a random sample drawn from U and si = s ∈ Ui

The size ni of si may be fixed or random with ni = n× (Ni/N)
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Basic concepts - What is a small area?

Figure 3.1 : Small Area in sampling surveys
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Basic concepts - What is a small area?

Three different types of small areas can occur:

1. The first type, denoted by d, is an example of unplanned small area, being the union

of Hd strata, some of which are not complete, and the corresponding sample size nd

is a random variable;

2. The second kind of small area , denoted by d’, is a special case of small area d

when no sample units belong to the target small area;

3. The third type of area, denoted by d”, is an example of planned small area, being the

union of complete sampling strata.
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Basic concepts

A main classification of small area estimators is based on the distinction between direct

and indirect estimators. For each area d (d = 1, ..., D) and time (or survey occasion) t (t =

1, 2, ...) of interest:

1. Direct estimators, uses the values of the variable of interest observed on sampling

units belonging to small area d and time t;they are generally derived under design

based or model-assisted framework.

2. Indirect estimators, which may offer greater precision than the direct estimators, by

exploiting observed values of the target variables for a larger area, a broad-area H̃ ,

containing the small area d, and/or sample values which are collected on different

time occasions besides the current one.
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Indirect estimators

Indirect estimators borrow strength from other areas and/or time periods to increase

effective sample size

Indirect estimators are based on implicit or explicit model that provides a link to related

areas and/or time periods through supplementary information such as recent census

counts or current administrative records related to the variable of interest

Indirect estimators:

Synthetic estimators,

Composite estimators.

The indirect estimators may be further classified according to the underlying inferential

approach

1. Design-based,

2. Model-based (Predictive or Bayesian).
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Indirect estimators

In the first approach the target parameters are considered as unknown but fixed

quantities

The properties of design based approach are derived on the design randomization

as with direct estimator

In the second approach a model is formalized in order to obtain the estimator

The parameters of interest are considered random variables

Inference is based on statistical models which describes the relationship between

the variables of interest and auxiliary information
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SAE methods - Approaches to inference

Design Based Approach - Estimator properties of indirect estimators are assessed

with respect to the sampling design. This method is traditionally used for small area

estimation, mainly because of its simplicity, applicability to general sampling designs

and potential of increased accuracy in estimation by borrowing information from

similar small areas. It is based on implicit model assumption.

Model Based Approach -The finite population is treated as a random realization from

a superpopulation and a suitable explicit model for the interest variable is proposed.

Synthetic estimators are based on linear or non linear models (synthetic

models)

Composite estimators are based on linear or non linear mixed models (EBLUP,

EB, HB)- Non-linear models (e.g. logistic models for binary responses)

Composite estimators can take into account random effects spatial and/or

temporal autocorrelated

Semi-parametric models are possibly as well
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SAE methods - Synthetic estimators

Synthetic estimator: it is based on a link between small areas within a broad area

including small areas of interest under the assumption that the small areas have the

same characteristics as the broad area. An unbiased estimator is obtained for the

broad area and it is used to derive small area estimates

A simple case: Assumption - Rates at NUTS4 level = rates at NUTS2 level

⇒ pnuts4 = pnuts2

The estimation of the total is: Ŷ SY NTH
nuts4 = Nnuts4 ×

Ŷ HT
nuts2

N̂HT
nuts2

The bias is B(Ŷ SY NTH
nuts4 ) = Nnuts4 × (pnuts4 − pnuts2)

There is a relationship between wideness of the broad area and bias of

synthetic estimates

This estimator is simple and intuitive, applicable to general sampling designs

It provides estimates for no sampled areas.
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SAE methods - Composite estimators

Composite estimator is given by a linear combination of synthetic estimator and

direct estimator

Ŷ COMP
d = φdŶ

HT
d + (1 − φd)Ŷ

SY NTH
d

This estimator balances the potential bias of synthetic estimator against the

instability of design-based estimator

Usually: larger small area estimates are closer to the direct estimates, the

smallest ones are closer to synthetic estimates

The strinkage value 0 ≤ φd ≤ 1 are suitabe weights that can be obtained e.g.

minimizing the MSE of composite estimator (see RAO, 2003)

On the basis of inferencial approach MSE is computed according to the

randomizzation generated by design or by model assumption
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Design based indirect estimator

In the practice of official statistics survey-based direct estimates rely generally on the

so-called sample weights

Design-based consistency or, even more ideally, unbiasedness is an essential point

for the inferences (to calculate standard errors and confidence intervals)

Indirect small area estimates imply that approximate design-unbiasedness is no

longer attainable, except for areas with sufficiently large sample sizes

We refer to this as the design-based smoothing perspective of indirect estimation

An indirect estimator can be consistent in the traditional asymptotic setting when

both the within-domain sample size and the population size tend to infinity (it is not

SAE problem)
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Design based indirect estimator

It is generally possible to obtain indirect small area estimates that are ‘smoother’

than the direct area-specific estimates, using data that are available for the

national-level estimates

Bias can have certain recognizable and expected patterns in small area estimation

It may therefore be worthwhile sometimes to ‘trade’ bias against variance for the

given purpose

The estimates that are higher than the population average value tend to have

negative bias, whereas those that are lower tend to have positive bias

Example of useful applications

Repeated survey - the parameter values change ‘smoothly’ from one time point

to the next (the difference amomong different time is preserved)

Cross-sectional - between-area comparisons (e.g. the ranks derived from the

indirect small area estimates instead of the direct estimates)
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Standardized three-stage process
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Standardized three-stage process

The flowchart shows the steps that involve: the needs and priorities, the choice of the

small areas and their hierarchy structure, the analysis of available additional information,

the basic estimators (direct, synthetic and composite) and the quality evaluation of the

produced estimates.

The first stage of clarification for the identification and prioritization of the needs and

uses of small area estimates, the survey of the relevant data that are available, and

the choice of evaluation criteria of the obtained small area estimates

The second stage of basic smoothing where the triplet of direct, synthetic and

composite estimates are calculated from a design-based perspective. The triplet can

always be produced

Moreover as long as the design-based framework is valid, it is possible to evaluate

the design-based bias and variance of any model-based estimator, usually by means

of Monte Carlo simulations

The third stage of enhancement that is needed if the results of basic design-based

smoothing are not acceptable
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Standardized three-stage process

The composite estimates are known as shrinkage estimates, because by

construction all the direct estimates are pulled towards the corresponding synthetic

estimate of a broader area. A consequence of this is that, together, the composite

estimates that are derived by minimizing the area-specific MSE generally display

less between-area variation than they should. This is referred to as the

over-shrinkage problem

In summary, we do not recommend in practice to start the small area estimation

process with modelling ( also to understand the SAE problem)

The models should be considered after the basic smoothing results have been

obtained and examined

Even then, from the smoothing perspective of small area estimation, the goal of

modelling is not to build the most plausible theoretical construct to explain the data,

but to find a more powerful and, hopefully, acceptable tool for prediction
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Precision

Examples of precision sizes/ thresholds used in different contexts by different institutions

are provided below

In ISTAT, according to a rule of thumb, coefficients of variation should not exceed

15% for domains and 18% for small domains. It is just a rule of thumb and that all

domains are not equivalent, because the domains are associated with the

percentage of the population they represent and this population can vary.

Statistics Canada applies the following guidelines on LFS data reliability Statistics

if the coefficient of variation (CV) ≤ 16.5% , then there are no release

restrictions;

if 16.5% < CV ≤ 33.3%, then the data should be accompanied by warning

(release with caveats);

if CV > 33.3%, then the data are not recommended for release.
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Precision

The ONS dissemination policy established (by 2004) a CV<20% for a small area

estimate to be considered as publishable;

In US, for monthly employment and unemployment estimates at state level, the

sample is too small to produce reliable direct estimates (CV varies from 8% to 16%).

At national level, CV=2% for unemployment is acceptable.
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SAE methods- Model Based Approach

The basic smoothing may not be satisfactory for one or several reasons, e.g.

There may be too many empty sample domains, where the synthetic estimator

causes unacceptable over-smoothing.

Even the ‘best’ composite estimator may have too large bias and/or MSE in general.

The optimal composite weights are numerically too unstable and the alternative

practical choices of composite estimator are not good enough.

The small area parameters may have skewed non-normal distribution across the

areas, such that the composite estimates may fail for areas at either of the two ends

of the distribution. An example is binary means close to zero or one.
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SAE methods- Model Based Approach

Explicit model-based approach can allow to consider additional covariates and/or

correlations can be included in a model. For instance, the last census population

totals (or means) can be used as the explanatory variables for the current population

parameters, whereas the information can not be naturally utilized in design-based

estimation unless the census-values of the current sample units can be identified.

The incorporation of spatial and/or temporal correlations is another example.

The main numerical instability of the composite estimator is associated with the

direct (unbiased or consistent) estimation of the variance of the direct small area

estimator

There are large classes of generalized linear and non-linear models that can be

useful for handling non-normally distributed small area parameters
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SAE methods- Model Based Approach

This diagram highlights the options available
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SAE methods- Model Based Approach

Choice between linear and generalized linear (or non-linear) models.

In theory, generalized linear models are preferable for categorical data.

In practice, however, linear models are computationally much easier, and often yield

similar results.

The employment status may be modelled as binary data using a logistic regression

model, but it is often viable to apply a linear model at unit or perhaps area level, just

like implicit models underlying design-based survey weighting are usually linear

The conceptual relationship between (fixed effects) regression models and (random

effects) mixed models is analogous to that between synthetic and composite

estimation in the design approach

In small area estimation, the mixed models is always more appropriate than the

corresponding regression model, where the latter simply excludes all the random

effects of the former, because it allows for heterogeneity across the small areas.
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SAE methods- Model Based Approach

From the smoothing perspective, some issues are:

Is the regression model good enough?

Does the extra computational effort of the mixed model pay off?

In particular, going from a generalized linear model to a generalized linear mixed

model can be much more complicated technically than going from a linear

regression model to a linear mixed model.

Finally, there is sometimes a question of multivariate modelling. Multivariate

modelling is more efficient (or appropriate) when there are multiple target variables

from each small area, and that these are either correlated with (or mutually

restrictive of) each other.

For instance, the number of persons with the three different labour market statuses.
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SAE methods- Model Based Approach

Area Level Models - are appropriate if only area-level summary data are available for

the auxiliary and/or the response variables. It is possible to take into account the

sampling weights into model

Area level synthetic estimators are based on linear or non-linear fixed-effect

models or mixed models

Area level EBLUP estimators are based on linear or non-linear mixed models

Spatial correlation among random effects can be taken into account by means

of CAR/SAR models

Unit Level Models - are generally to prefer if unit-specific information is available.

They usually ignore the survey weights.

Unit level synthetic estimators are based on linear-non linear fixed-effect models

or mixed models

Unit level EBLUP estimators are based linear or non-linear mixed models

Spatial correlation among random effects can be taken into account using a

distance e.g. matrix among areas models
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Small area estimation steps

Definition of small areas

Analysis of quality of direct estimates

Identification of the broad area (implicit or explict synthetic models)

Method of combining direct and indirect information

Individuation of the model level

Identification of relevant source of information- Auxiliary data

Cross-sectional relationship

Time series relationship

Spatial effects

Multivariate correlations

Quality assessment, internal or external validation, benchmarking and presentation

of SAE statistics

Software tools
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Direct estimator

Let Yd =
∑

Ud
yj be the target parameter for sub-population Ud (d ∈ D) of size Nd,

the direct estimator Ŷ HT
d of the total Yd is:

Ŷ HT
d =

∑

j∈sd

wj yj

where wj(s) = 1/πj , being πj =
∑

{s:j∈s} p(s) , j=1,...,N

Design based properties

is p-unbiased

Biasp(Ŷd) = (Ep(Ŷ
HT
d ) − Yd) = 0

is p-consistent

Ŷ → Y in prob
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CV - Direct estimator

When the small area is an unplunned domain the p-CV of Ŷd is

CVp(Ŷ
HT
d ) ∼=

√

(1 − f)

nPd

S2
d

Ȳ 2
+

(1 − f)

n

1 − Pd

Pd

where Pd = Nd/N , Ȳd = Yd/N and a p-unbiased estimator, ĈV p(Ŷd) of CVp(Ŷd)

is based on direct estimators P̂d = Nd/N , ˆ̄Yd = Yd/N and Ŝ2
d

Remark The magnitude of CV depends on:

Pd = Nd/N , the realized overall sample size n, the expected Ep(n̂d) = nPd

domain-specific sample size

S2
d that depends on the intrinsic variability of the variable under study

When nd is small, the design-variance is likely to be large.In such situations

variance estimation is even more complicated.
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GREG - Broad area auxiliary information

Ŷ GR
d =

∑

j∈sd

w∗
j yj

where

w∗
j = wj

[

1 + (X − X̂)T (
∑

s

wjxdjx
T
dj /cj )

−1xdj /cj

]

It is p-unbiased if n = n1 + ...+ nD is large, and p-consistent if the expected

domain sample sizes are large enough.

Examples are:

The ratio estimator Ŷ R
d =

Ŷ HT
d

X̂HT
X where Ŷ HT =

∑

i∈sd
wiyi and wi are the

sampling weights

The post-stratified estimator Ŷ PS
d =

∑

g
Ng

N̂HT
g

∑

sdg
wjyj
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GREG - Specific area auxiliary information

Ŷ GR∗
d = Ŷ HT

d + (Xd − X̂HT
d )B̂d =

∑

sd

w∗
djydj

with w∗
dj = wjg

∗
dj being

g∗dj = 1 + (Xd − X̂HT
d )T (

∑

sd

wjxdjx
T
dj/cj )

−1xdj /cj

IT is p-unbiased and p-consistent only if the expected domain sample sizes are large

enough. It does not add up to GREG estimates at the correspondent planned

domain note that edj = 0 if j ∈ s and j /∈ Ud. Examples are:

Ŷ ∗R
d =

Ŷ HT
d

X̂HT
d

Xd

Ŷ
∗PS/X
d =

∑

g

Ŷ HT
dg

X̂HT
dg

Xdg
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GREG - Modified direct

Ŷ MGR
d = Ŷ HT

d + (Xd − X̂HT
d )T B̂ =

∑

s

w̃jyj

w̃dj = wjaj + (Xd − X̂HT
d )T (

∑

s

wjxjx
T
j /cj )

−1 (wjxj /cj )

This estimator borrows strength from outside the area just for estimating the

regression coefficients.

It does not increase the effective sample size like indirect estimator but the variability

of Edj = ydj − xTB may be smaller than the variability of ydj for j ∈ Ud

It still is p-unbiased if n = n1 + ...+ nD is large, even if the small area sample

size is small. (Battese, Harter e Fuller (1988))
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Synthetic estimator

If some auxiliary information Xd are known and B is estimated into the broad area,

the synthetic regression estimator is:

Ŷ GRS
d = XT

d B̂

The p-bias is Ŷ GRS
d ≈ XT

d B − Yd

The bias gets smaller if Bd → B

It adds up to the correspondent broad area GREG estimate

Specific area effects cannot be taken into account (overstrinkage). An example is:

Ŷ RS
d = Xd

Ŷ HT

X̂HT

Bias(Y RS
d ) ≈ Xd(

Ŷ

X̂HT
−
Ŷ HT

d

X̂HT
d

)/Yd
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MSE - Synthetic estimator

MSEp(Ŷ
S
d ) = Ep(Ŷ

S
d −Yd)

2 = Ep(Ŷ
S
d − Ŷ HT

d )2 −Vp(Ŷ
S
d − Ŷ HT

d ) +Vp(Ŷ
S
d )

An approximately p-unbiased estimator of MSEp(Ŷ
S
d ) using a p-unbiased direct

estimator Ŷ S
d is

mse(Ŷ S
d ) = (Ŷ S

d − Ŷ HT
d )2 − v(Ŷ S

d − Ŷ HT
d ) + v(Ŷ S

d )

As Cov(Ŷ S
d , Ŷ

HT
d ) is usually small a good approximation is

mse(Ŷ S
d ) ≈ (Ŷ S

d − Ŷ HT
d )2 − v(Ŷ HT

d )

This MSE estimator is very unstable and can take negative values. A more stable

estimator, which is however misleading as it is related to the average MSE, is

(Gonzales e Waksberg (1973))

mse(Ŷ S
d ) ≈

1

D

∑

d

(Ŷ S
d − Ŷ HT

d )2 −
1

D

∑

d

v(Ŷ HT
d )
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Composite estimator

Ŷ COMP
d = φdŶ

DIRECT
d + (1 − φd)ŶdS

0 ≤ φd ≤ 1

It balances the potential bias of the synthetic vs the instability of design-based direct

estimator

The optimum value of φ∗d, that minimizes its MSEp is

MSE(Ŷ COMP
d ) = φ2

dMSEp(Ŷ
HT
d ) + (1 − φd)

2MSEp(Ŷ Sd)+

+2φd(1 − φd)Covp(Ŷ
S
d , Ŷ

HT
d )

In the application φ∗d can be estimated only by sample data

φ∗d =
mse(Ŷ S

d )

(Ŷ S
d − Ŷd)2
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SSD estimator

Drew, Singh e Choudry (1992) proposed a particular composite estimator where

φd = 1 if (N̂HT
d /Nd) ≥ δ, otherwise when (N̂HT

d /Nd) < δ the value of φd

φd =
N̂d

δNd

N̂HT
d =

∑

sd
wj is the expansion estimator of Nd that increases as nd increases

and δ is a constant taking under control the contribution of synthetic component.

When srs and δ = 1 then N̂HD
d = nd(N/n) and φd = 1 - in this case the

estimator does not utilize the synthetic component - but if Nd and the correspondent

expected sample size Ep(nd) are small the direct estimates are not realible.

On the other hand when N̂HT
d < Nd, the weight of the synthetic increases as nd

decreases.

In order to define a value of δ it is important to take into account the expected

average sample size.
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Models based estimation - Mixed models

Mixed models are an extention of regression models that allow to incorporate

random effects

The random effects can be used to treat the level of a categorical variable as

random. In fact the number of levels of a categorical variable can be so large that the

introduction of fixed effects for its level would lead to poor estimates of the model

parameters.

The introduction of a random effect has the advantage of requiring just a single

parameter, σ2
u, which is commonly refereded to as a variance component

Mixed models usually incorporate area-specific random effects that explain the

additional between area variation in the data that is not explained by fixed part of the

model.
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Models based estimation - Mixed models

Mixed models allow to formalize in an efficent way the necessity of increase the

effective information used in the estimation process by linking the all observations in

the sample, taking into account the between-area variation

Depending on the type of data available two types of models are possible: Area level

model and unit level model

area level models are appropriate if only area-level summary data available for the

auxiliary and/or the response variables. It is possible to take into account the

sampling weights into model

Unit level models are generally to be preferred if unit-specific information is available.

They usually ignore the survey weights and are formalized as the sample units were

selected with SRS.
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Area level models

The parameter (i.e. any function of the mean) θd = g(Ȳd), d = 1, . . . , D, is

related to the area specific covariates xd = (xd1, . . . , xdp) by means of the

following relationship

θd = xT
d β + bdud, d = 1, . . . , D (1)

where bd is a known positive constant and β is the p-dimensional regression

coefficient vector.

ud are the area specific random effects which are assumed i.i.d., with

Em(ud) = 0 , Vm(ud) = σ2
u (2)

where Em and Vm denote the expected value and the variance evaluated with

respect to the model.
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Area level models

Normality of the random effects is often assumed (for MSE estimation).

σ2
u measures the heterogeneity between the areas not explained by the fixed effects.

If some area is missing in the sample, a non informative sampling hypothesis has to

be added in order (1) to be valid on the non sampled areas.

Beside the definition of a model on the parameters, a sampling model needs to be

specified. If an unbiased direct estimate θ̂DIRECT
d of θd is available, then:

θ̂DIRECT
d = θd + ed (3)

ed are independent sampling errors with

Ep(ed|θd) = 0 , Vp(ed|θd) = ψd (4)

where Ep and Vp are the expected value and the variance evaluated with respect to

sampling design.
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Area level models

WARNING: the assumptions can be really restrictive in some applications:

The direct estimator may be design-biased if g(.) is nonlinear and the area

sample size is small

The sampling errors may not be indipendent if the small areas cut across of

sampling design strata

The assumpution of known variances ψd can be relaxed if their estimates are

obtained by unit-level sample data

Combined model-linear mixed model

θ̂HT
d = zT

d β + νd + ed

obtained combining the sampling and linking model
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Area level models

Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Prediction - EBLUP

θ̂BLUP
d = xt

dβ̂ + γd(θ̂d − xt
dβ̂) = γdθ̂d + (1 − γd)xt

dβ̂

where the Weighted Least Square estimator of β, and γd are:

β̂ = (
∑

i

γdx
t
dx

t
d)−1(

∑

i

γdx
t
dyd)

γd = σ2
u/(ψd + σ2

u)

θ̂BLUP
d is a weighted average between direct and synthetic regression estimators

It gives more weight to θ̂HT
d when sampling variance ψd is small and moves

towards synthetic estimator as ψd increases or σ2
u decreases.

The EBLUP θ̂BLUP
d is obtained replacing σ2

u by σ̂2
u
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Area level models

Empirical Bayes and EBLUP. Under normality and uniform prior for β, the Bayes

estimator is also BLUP. Estimating the variance parameter from the marginal

distribution of the data we get empirical Bayes estimator. Then EB and EBLUP are

identical under normality

Unknown variance components can be estimated by ANOVA method, method of

moments, maximum likelihood (ML), restricted maximum likelihood (REML)

MSE estimation Ref:Prasad, N.G.N and Rao, J.N.K (1990). JASA, 163-171

MSE(θ̂EBLUP
d ) = g1d(σ

2
u) + g2d(σ

2
u) + g3d(σ

2
u)

MSE main term when β and σ2
u are known is

g1d(σ
2
u) = γdψd < ψd

The magnitude of negleted terms is (O(D−1))

This term is smaller, depending on ψd, than variance of direct estimator
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Area level modesl

Additional uncertainty due to estimation of β, of order (O(D−1)) is

g2d(σ
2
u) = (1 − γd)

2xT
d [
∑

d

1

φd + σ2
u

xdx
T
d ]−1xd

Additional uncertainty due to estimation of σ2
u, of order (O(D−1)), under REML is

g3(σ
2
u) = ψ2

d(ψd + σ2
u)−3V (σ̂2

u)

V (σ̂2
u) is the asymptotic variance of σ̂2

u

Estimation of MSE when REML is applied

mse(θ̂EBLUP
d ) = g1d((σ̂

2
u)REML) + g2d((σ̂

2
u)REML) + 2g3d((σ̂

2
u)REML)
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Applications

Income estimation: Area level Model was first introduced by Fay and Herriot (1979)

for the estimation of pro-capita income for domains whose size was less than 1000

inhabitants. In their application θd = log(Ȳd), and ψd = 9/N̂d bd = 1.

The area level model with bd = 1 is also known as Fay-Herriot model.

Census Undercoverage:

For the estimation of census undercoverage with direct estimation from US

PES, Ericksen e Kadane (1985) applied the model area level model with

bd = 1 and θd = (Nd−Cd)
Nd

.

For Canadian census undercoverage, Cressie (1989) modelled θd = Nd

Cd
, i.e.

the inverse of the coverage rate (i.e. the correction factor of the census count)

and bd = 1√
Cd

.

Dick (1995) modelled θd = Nd

Cd
with bd = 1, for domains of sex × age ×

province; ψd’s are smoothed estimates (proportional to some power of the

census counts).
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Unit level models

If a set of p auxiliary variables are observed on each unit (it is actually needed

xdi = (xdi1, . . . , xdip) for the sampling units and the vector of population means).

A linear relationship between the target variable and the covariates at individual level

is given by

ydj = xT
djβ + ud + edj , j = 1, . . . , Nd, d = 1, . . . , D (5)

ud are i.i.d. area effects with

Em(ud) = 0 Vm(ud) = σ2
u. (6)

Let edj = kdj ẽdj

Em(ẽdj) = 0 Vm(ẽdj) = σ2
e . (7)

As for area level models normality is often assumed.

For sake of simplicity in notation, let k = 1
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Unit level models

It is assumed that the sample data obey at the population model

Target variable is continuous, to handle count or categorical data generalized mixed

models can be used

EBLUP unit level estimators do not depend on the survey weights so that

design-consistency is held when the sample weights are equal, as in the case of

SRS within areas

It is possible to include survey weights using - Pseudo-eblup estimator - (Prasad and

Rao, Survey Methodology,1999)

Population small area means of covariates must be known

Synthetic estimators based on mixed models can be used.

Synthetic estimates for empty areas
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Unit level models

Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Prediction - EBLUP

If fd is negligible (nd << Nd) the EBLUP estimator of the mean is

θ̂EBLUP
d = γ̂d[ȳd + (X̄d − x̄d)] + (1 − γ̂d)X̄

t
dβ̂

It is a weighted average of direct survey regression estimator and synthetic

regression estimator

β̂ = is the WLS estimator of β

σ2
e and σ2

u are estimated by i.e ML or REML

The strinkage factor is

γd = σ2
u/(σ

2
u + σ2

e/nd)
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Unit level models

MSE estimation

MSE(θ̂EBLUP
d ) = g1d(σ

2
e , σ

2
u) + g2d(σ

2
e , σ

2
u) + g3d(σ

2
e , σ

2
u)

The leading term, showing the gain in efficiency over sample regression estimator

when γd is small, is

g1d(σ
2
e , σ

2
u) = γdσ

2
e/nd

Additional uncertainty terms due to the estimation of β and of variance components

are

g2d(σ
2
e , σ

2
u) = (X̄d−γdx̄a)t





∑

d





∑

j

xdjx
t
dj − γdn

−1
d x̄ax̄

t
a









−1

σ2
e(X̄d−γdx̄a)

g3(σ
2
e , σ

2
u) = (σ2

ν + σ2
e/nd)

−3(n−2
d )(σ4

eV (σ̂2
e) + σ4

uV (σ̂2
u)− 2σ2

eσ
2
eCov(σ̂

2
e , σ̂

2
u)

V () and Cov() are the asymptotic variances e covariances
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Unit level models

When REML or the method of moments are applied for estimation of δ

mse(θ̂EBLUP
d ) = g1d(σ̂

2
e , σ̂

2
u) + g2d(σ̂

2
e , σ̂

2
u) + 2g3d(σ̂

2
e , σ̂

2
u)

ML e REML have the same asymptotic variances and covariance

Iuu(δ) = 1
2

∑

d n
2
d(σ

2
e + ndσ

2
u)−2

Iee(δ) = 1
2

∑

d(nd − 1)σ−4
e + (σ2

e + ndσ
2
u)

Iue(δ) = 1
2

∑

d nd(σ
2
e + ndσ

2
u)−2
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Unit level models - application

Battese, Harter e Fuller, JASA, 1988,28 - 36

Target variable number of hectares of corn or soybeans in jth area segment in area

d for each of 12 counties in North-Central Iowa, using farm interview and satellite

data

auxiliary information:

x1dj = number of pixel classified as corn

x2dj = number of pixel classified as soybeans

In their application kdj = 1 and random effects were assumed normally distributed.
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Extensions: area level models

Multivariate area models: it can gain efficiency by exploiting the correlation between

other target variables (Datta et al., 1996).

Correlated sampling errors: as for the i.i.d. case, variance-covariance matrix is

assumed to be known.

Spatial correlation: a autocorrelation structure can be introduced on the random

effects.

Repeated surveys: time can be introduced by means of an additional random effect.
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Extensions: unit level models

Multivariate models: analogously to the area level case multivariete models can be

introduced.

Multi-stage sampling design: a random effect for each stage can be added.

Temporal and/or spatial correlation: autocorrelation stuctures can be introduced.

Generalized models: when the response is not normal, e.g. binary, proper models

can be applied.
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R function EBLUP.area

The function EBLUP.area allows the computation of predicted small area means and the

evaluation of the errors when an area level linear mixed model is specified.

The following input needs function needs to be specificied:

1. direct estimates data frame containing:

area level identifier,

direct estimates,

variance of direct estimates.

2. population means data frame including:

area identifier,

a column of 1’s,

the mean values of covariates (for categorial covariates the first level has to

be dropped).
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R function EBLUP.area

For 1 and 2 the number of records is equal to the overall number of areas (both

sampled and not sampled).

In 2 the first level categorial covariates has to be dropped.

In 2 columns ordering must be coherent with the auxiliary variables specified in the

model.
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R function EBLUP.area

The output of the function is:

(1) the number of iterations needed for convergence,

(2) the estimates of the regression coefficients,

(3) the estimate of the variance of the area random effects,

(4) the vector of thepredicted values of the random effects,

(5) the shrinkage factors (related to the weight given to the direct estimates).
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R function EBLUP.area

Two data frames are produced:

(1) SYNTH.Area: a data frame with:

area level synthetic predicted values,

MSE estimates,

Upper and lower confindence interval,

Coefficient of variations.

(2) EBLUP.Area: a data frame reporting:

Area level EBLUP estimates,

Estimates of the MSE,

Upper and lower confindence interval,

Coefficient of variations.
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R function EBLUP.unit

EBLUP.unit is a function for computing predicted small area values and errors when the

unit level linear mixed model is adopted.

No specific package is requested.

The function needs the specification of the following input:

(1) sample data frame containing the values assumed for each sampled elementary unit

by the following variables

area level identifier,

target variable,

covariates.
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R function EBLUP.unit

(1) population data frame containing for each area (both sampled and not sampled

areas) the following variables:

area level identifier,

column of 1’s,

mean values of the covariates,

population size.

The first level of categorical covariates has to be dropped (corner point

parametrization).

The arrangement of the columns must be coherent with the specification of the fixed

part of the model.
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R function EBLUP.unit

(1) model is an R formula defininig the fixed part of the model (e.g.

y∼x1+x2+factor(x3), in which the target variable is y; x1 and x2 are

numeric covariates, while x3 is a categorical variable)

(2) pid is the position of the column in which tthe values of the area identifier are

registered(must be same in both population and sample data frames)

(3) py is the position of the column of the sample data frame where the values are saved

Moreover the following initial values are needed

(1) sigmain is the starting value of sigma,

(2) phiin is the starting value of variance ratio,

(3) iter is the maximum number of iterations,

(4) conv is the value used to compare the estimates of the model parameters from an

iteration to the previous one when checking for convergence.
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R function EBLUP.unit

The following output is returned:

(1) the nunber of iterations needed to attain convergence,

(2) a vector containing the estimates of the regression coefficients,

(3) the estimated values of the variance components,

(4) the predicted values of the random effects,

(5) the shrinkage factors (weights of the direct estimate),

(6) small area sample sizes.
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R function EBLUP.unit

Two data frames called SYNTH and EBLUP are produced. They include respectively:

(1) unit level synthetic estimates,

(2) MSE estimates,

(3) upper and lower confidence interval bounds,

(4) CVs

(1) unit level EBLUP estimates,

(2) MSE estimates,

(3) upper and lower confidence interval bounds,

(4) CVs
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Extentions - Spatial EBLUP

Mixed models can be used to introduce a spatial correlation between small areas.

Spatial autocorrelated random effects allow to:

Local smoothing ⇒ affect on bias

More efficient estimation of β

Moreover the synthetic part of estimator takes into account more the local

information

Better fit to the sample data available

Anyway the introduction of spatial effect depends on how wide is the broad area

The model is more complex, evaluation of opportunity of spatial autocorrelation

formulation should be done, i.e. Moran Index.
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Extentions - Spatial EBLUP

How to introduce spatial correlation

Area random effects are considered correlated (relaxing the incorrelation of basic

models)

Different models can be specified using the methods applied in spatial statistic.

First, modelling the covariance matrix of area random effects through a distance

matrix among areas. ⇒ this approach has been applied in unit level model

framework.

Modelling the vector of area random effects as autoregressive process through

a proximity matrix W that indicates whether the areas are neighbor or not (SAR

and CAR models). ⇒ This has been applied in area level model framework.
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Spatial unit level model

Considering the matrix formulation of unit level model

y = XTβ + Zν + e

where

Z is the incidence matrix

the vectors e and ν have a multinormal distribution with vector of means equal to

zero and covariance matrix given by σ2
eI e σ2

νΩ.

Ω depends on the distances among areas

Ω =

[

[

1 + δd,d′exp

(

dist (d, d′)

α

)]−1
]

Negative exponential function of the distance among areas

α is scale parameter

δd,d′ = 0 for d = d′;δd,d′ = 1 for d 6= d′.
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Spatial unit level model

EBLUP estimator

An expression of spatial BLUP estimator is given by

ˆ̄θd = N−1
d [yd +

[

(Xd − xd)β̃ + (Nd − nd)

D
∑

d=1

[

y′d − x′
dβ̃
]

τd′,dnd

]

yd is the sample total for the target variable

Xd and xd are the vectors of population and sample totals of covariates

Nd and nd are population and sample sizes

τd′,d is the generic element of the following matrix

T∗ = (Z′
sZs + ϕ−1Ω−1)−1 = (diag [nd] + φ−1Ω−1)−1

ϕ = σ2
ν/σ

2
e
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Spatial unit level model

EBLUP estimator

β̂ is WLS of β

β̃ = (Xt
sV

−1
s Xs)

−1Xt
sV

−1
s ys

that can be written as follows

β̃ =

D
∑

d=1



(

nd
∑

j=1

xdjx
′
dj) − adx

′
d





T

∗

D
∑

d=1



(

nd
∑

j=1

xdjydj) − adyd





where ad =
∑D

d′=1 τd′,dx
′
d is obtained as linear combination of area level totals of

covariates with weights given by the column d, τd′,d, of the matrix T ∗

It shows how different is the estimation of β

The corresponding Spatial EBLUP estimator is obtained by plugging the estimated

variance components into the Spatial BLUE estimator, for instance using REML

method.
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Spatial area level model

Considering the area level model, the spatial autocorrelation among area random

effects is usually introduced by two autoregressive models : the simultaneously

autoregressive model (SAR) and the conditional autoregressive model (CAR)

These models produce spatial dependence in the covariance structure as a function

of a neighborhood matrix W and a fixed unknown spatial correlation parameter

The SAR model is based on the specification of how data belonging to small area

interact simultaneously

The SAR model can be expressed as

ν = ρWν + u

the model is then

ν = (ID − ρW)−1u

u ∝ ND(0, σ2
uID)
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Spatial area level model

W is the row-standardized adjacency matrix that indicates whether the areas are

neighbor or not. One common way to do this is to define wij = 1 if region i shares

a common edge or border with region j or 0 otherwise

Under these assumptions

ν ∝ ND(0D, σ
2
u(ID − ρW)−1(ID − ρW′)−1)

considering the linking model

θd = xT
d β + ud, d = 1, . . . , D

when SAR model for area random effects is introduced it gets

θ = Xtβ + (I − ρW)−1u = ρWθ + Xtβ − ρWXtβ + u

This model shows a vector of target parameter θ and covariates spatially

autocorrelated
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Spatial area level model

Considering the area sampling model

θ̂ = θ + e

the combined spatial mixed area model is

θ̂ = Xtβ + (I − ρW)−1u + e,

The EBLUP estimator is the usual composite estimator

θ̂seb = γθ̂dir + (I − γ)Xtβ̂

REML estimation of variance components and of the spatial correlation coefficient

are calculated. The vector of regression coefficients that takes into account the

spatial relationship among areas is

β̂ = [(X − ρWX)t(X − ρWX)]−1(X − ρWX)t(y − ρWy)
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R function spatial.eblup

spatial.eblup

is a funtion for computing predicted small area values and errors when the unit level linear

mixed model with correlated area effects is applied.

No specific package is requested.

The function needs the specification of the following input:

(1) sample data frame containing the values assumed for each sampled elementary unit

by the following variables

area level identifier,

target variable,

covariates.
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R function spatial.eblup

(1) population data frame containing for each area (both sampled and not sampled

areas) the following variables:

area level identifier,

column of 1’s,

mean values of the covariates,

population size.

The first level of categorical covariates has to be dropped (corner point

parametrization).

The arrangement of the columns must be coherent with the specification of the fixed

part of the model.
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R function spatial.eblup

(1) model is an R formula defininig the fixed part of the model (e.g.

y∼x1+x2+factor(x3), in which the target variable is y; x1 and x2 are

numeric covariates, while x3 is a categorical variable)

(2) dist is the distance matrix among areas

(3) pid is the position of the column in which tthe values of the area identifier are

registered(must be same in both population and sample data frames)

(4) py is the position of the column of the sample data frame where the values are saved
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R function spatial.eblup

Moreover the following initial values are needed

(1) sigmain is the starting value of sigma,

(2) phiin is the starting value of variance ratio,

(3) alphain is the starting value of the parameter alpha,

(4) iter is the maximum number of iterations,

(5) conv is the value used to compare the estimates of the model parameters from an

iteration to the previous one when checking for convergence.
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R function spatial.eblup

The following output is returned:

(1) the nunber of iterations needed to attain convergence,

(2) a vector containing the estimates of the regression coefficients,

(3) the estimated values of the variance components and alpha,

(4) the predicted values of the random effects,

(5) the shrinkage factors (weights of the direct estimate),

(6) small area sample sizes.
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R function spatial.eblup

A data frame called SEBLUP is produced. It includes respectively:

(1) spatial unit level EBLUP estimates,

(2) MSE estimates,

(3) upper and lower confidence interval bounds,

(4) CVs
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Models for categorical data

All methods described so far assume normality of the response variable

In many national surveys, for instance Labour Force survey, the response variable is

binary

Then in order to formalise a more proper model, small area estimator based on

logistic (mixed) model should be considered

In a unit level model framework the following general model can be considered

ydj ∼ Bernoulli(pdj)

The logistic mixed model is

logit(pdj) = log(
pdj

1 − pdj
) = xT

djβ + udj

The usual assumption for the ud’s is:

ud i.i.d. N(0, σ2
u)
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Model specification

Let s ⊂ P be a random sample of size n < N selected according to some

sampling design.

Let r = P − s be the set of units not included in the sample.

Let sd = s ∩ Pd be the set (of size nd) of sample units drawn from area d.

The linear parameter can be written as

µ = Asys +Aryr (8)
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Prediction

The prediction δ̂ = Ay reduces to the prediction of the unknown yr .

Once the model parameters β and σ2
u have been estimated and a predicted vector

û is obtained, the computation of ŷr is not straightforward:

ŷr = exp(xrβ + u)/(1 + exp(xrβ + u)) is not a linear function of the

auxiliary variables

the knowledge of the auxiliary information for all the units in P − s is required.

Malec et al. (1997): suppose the units are grouped into classes j in each small

area, so that all the units in the same class j present the same values of the

auxiliary variables and therefore the same predicted value ŷ.

Therefore the predictor of Ayr can be rewritten as partial sums depending only on

the”profiles” of the auxiliary variables in each class j and the population counts for

each class j, i.e.

Aŷr =
∑

j

Aj ŷrj .
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Models for categorical data

Under this model the small area estimator of the mean will take form

θ̂LOGIT d =
1

N − d

∑

j∈sj

ydj +
∑

j∈s̄j

p̂dj

where pdj is the estimated probability according to the mixed logistic model

Fixed logistic models can be considered to obtain a logistic synthetic estimator.

In area level model framework for count data a Poisson model can be properly

considered

Many applications in Disease mapping context.
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Models for categorical data

Model fitting is obtained by means of penalized quasi-likelihood function.

Parameter estimation is performed using the function glmmPQL included in the

library MASS.

The function glmmPQL works by repeated calls to the function lme available with

the package nlme. Although lme allows both ML and REML estimation,

glmmPQL permits only ML method. A modified version of the function

glmm.PQL, namely glmmPQL.REML, was created in order to allow REML

estimation in the function glmm.PQL.

The new function is embedded into the function logistic.mixed .SAE but

can also be used separetely. In this case users can specify all the parameters

available with the function glmm.PQL, included other distribution families and link

functions than binomial and logit.
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Models for categorical data

The results obtained from glmm.PQL, or glmm.PQL.REML, are used to

compute small area EBLUP-type predictors and MSEs.

Details about model estimation, computation of small area predictors, and evaluation

of their MSEs are given in Saei and Chambers (2003) and González-Manteiga et al.

(2007).
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R function for categorical data

example2<-logistic.mixed.SAE(fixed=math.cat∼
+ factor(sex)+factor(language)+factor(ethnicity)+
+ science.area,area.name="area.id",method="REML",
+ sample=timss,pop.counts=popcounts,pop.means=popmeans)

(1) In the parameter fixed users have to specify the fixed part of the linking model, that is

the model without the random area effects. The specification must be done using the

R formula object syntax.

(2) The parameter area.name must report the name of the area indicator. The name

of the area identifier variable must be written in quotation marks

(3) ML estimates (default) of the model parameters, and the corresponding small area

predicted values and errors, can be obtained either indicating the value “ML” instead

of “REML” or omitting the specification method="REML" .

(4) The parameter sample registers the name of the data frame containing the

sample information.
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R function for categorical data

(1)

pop.counts A data frame reporting area population counts related to the cross-

classification of the categorical variables used in the model.

(2)

pop.means A data frame with area population mean values for the numerical

variables used in the model. It is an optional parameter.
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R function for categorical data

Note that, for each area, the user must know populaton counts for each combination

of the categorical auxiliary information, even though the complete

cross-classification is not defined in the model specification. Therefore, in our

example, we have to know the area population counts for the cross-classification

The function profiles.factor displays all the possible combinations of the

values assumed by the categorical variables included in the model, i.e. the profiles.

This function contains two parameter: formula and data. With the first one the

user defines the fixed part of the model, whereas the second parameter specifies

the data from which to extract the profiles.

> profiles.factor(formula=math.cat∼factor(sex)+
+ factor(language)+factor(ethnicity),data=timss)
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R function for categorical data

Then, in order to create an appropriate population counts dataframe to be inserted as

input of the logistic.mixed.SAE function, the user has to fill in a table having

number of rows equal to the overall small areas (sampled and not sampled areas), and

number of columns equal to the number of profiles, that is the number of rows of the

output returned by the function profiles.factor
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Quality Assessment

Official statistics relies on sampling weights to ensure consistency and

randomization unbiasdeness. These two properties are an important issue for

inference.

When applying SAE a given amount of bias is the cost to pay for the reduction of

variance from the randomization point of view. Then the analysis of the performance

of an estimator is of major concern.

Since SAE relies on model assumptions, quality assessment and model checking

are important issues for any application study involving SAE methods.
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Model selection - AIC and BIC

The quality of model based small area estimates is strongly dependent on the

validity of the model assumptions.

Standard model selection and diagnostic procedures can be used in order to choose

the best model given the information available:

For synthetic model t-test for each regression coefficient and AIC and BIC criteria

are commonly used in order to selected che covariates to employ in the model

AIC and BIC combine a measure of goodness of fit p(ys|β) =
∫

p(ys|β, υ)dυ

with a term penalizing the complexity of the model, being ys the vector of observed

sample values and υ = (υ1 . . . υm) the vector of random effects:

AIC = −2logp(ys|β̂) + 2p

BIC = −2logp(ys|β̂) + log(n)p

p is the number of fixed effects and n is the number of elementary units.
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Model selection - cAIC and CV

For mixed models conditional AIC (cAIC) has been proposed in order to take into

accont the random effects, considering the conditional llh over the estimated

randomn effects, and a one more parameter is also introduced in the penalized term

p

cAIC = −2logp(ys|β̂, υ̂) + 2peff

Vaida, F., Blanchard, S. (2007). Biometrika: Series A, Vol. 92, No. 2, pp. 351-370.

Cross-validation is another method for model selection that is a flexible measure that

allows comparation among different models

CV =
1

∑

cd

∑

d∈s

ci(Ŷ
DIRECT
d − ỹ−d

d )2

Ŷ DIRECT
d are the direct estimates, ỹ−d

d are the model prediction using the model

fitted without units in area d.

It can can be viewed as an empirical prediction MSE: the small the CV is, the better
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Model selection - AIC vs cAIC

Two advantages of using cAIC insted of AIC instead of AIC are

Model with and without random effects can be compared

It is possible to compare models fitted by ML or REML or any other method

CV is the most universally comparable across different kinds of models because it can be

used to discriminate between models:

with and without random effects

linear and non-linear models

at unit and area level, by fitting unit level models using data from all but one area and

unit prediction are aggregated to the area level.
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Residuals and predicted area effects

Once a model has been selected, it is necessary to assess the fitting quality of the model.

Some of the available tools are:

Analysis of residuals and predicted values for area random effects to check if the

model assumptions are fulfilled:

Histograms, Q-Q plots and box-plots to study distribution of residuals and random

effects.

Plots of model-based estimates vs. residuals to reveal patterns and identify residuals

requiring further investigation (plots can also be made for subsets of domains

separately, according to a classification variable, i.e. a geographical variable).

Analysis of the residuals are useful for testing the validity of the assumed model

(useful also to detect spatial correlation among areas)

Test on the significativity of the variance of area random effect may drive the choice

beween synthetic or mixed models. Training on the job on SAE – p. 96/123



Bias diagnostics

Once small area estimates have been computed the use of some diagnostics is advisable

in order to evalute the quality of the model based estimates.

Considering only MSE can lead to misleading conclusions because it is dependent

on model assumptions.

Bias diagnostics can be also used to compare estimates obtained with alternative

SAE methods.

All these diagnostics are based on the assumption that the direct estimates are

unbiased, even if highly unstable.
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Bias diagnostics

The diagnostics assess:

the bias by comparison of direct and model estimates: graphically and testing the

regression coefficients

goodness of fit statistic to test how significant are the difference between direct and

model based estimates weighted with their variance

the coverage of the confidence intervals generated by the methods: it is a test based

on expected rate of overlap between confidence interval of model based and direct

estimates

the benchmarking properties - how different are the model based and direct

estimates aggregated for larger domains. (it is also useful to detect

spatial-bias/autocorrelation)
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Bias diagnostics

Bias diagnostics:

Comparison of direct and model estimates (graphically and with OLS regression,

after transformation for heteroskedasticity if needed).

Goodness of fit statistic to test whether the differences between direct and model

based estimates are significant. It allows to detect conditional bias in the model

based estimates. A Wald statistic is calculated as sum of the squared differences

between direct and model based estimates (across areas), inversely weighted by

their variances:

W =
∑

d

(

θ̂DIRECT
d − θ̂MODEL

d

)2

V̂
(

θ̂DIRECT
d

)

+ V̂
(

θ̂MODEL
d

)

Under the hypothesis that the model based estimates are equal to the expected

values of the direct estimates, W will have a χ2
D distribution (D is the number of

small areas in the population) provided that the small area sample sizes are

sufficient to justify central limit assumptions. Training on the job on SAE – p. 99/123



Bias diagnostics

Bias diagnostics:

Coverage of the confidence intervals : this test is based on the expected rate of

overlap between confidence intervals of model based and direct estimates.

The actual overlap between the confidence intervals of the direct and the model

based estimates (across areas) is calculated and compared to the Binomial

distribution (H0 : p = 0.95). An adjustment for the critical value (zα= 1.96 under

normality) is necessary to ensure a nominal 95% overlap, since the degree of

overlap between two independent 95% confidence intervals for the same quantity is

higher than 95%:

z′α = zα









1 +

√

V̂
(

θ̂MODEL
d

)

√

V̂
(

θ̂DIRECT
d

)









−1
√

√

√

√

√1 +
V̂
(

θ̂MODEL
d

)

V̂
(

θ̂DIRECT
d

)
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Benchmarking

Benchmarking properties relate to how different are the model based and direct

estimates, when both the estimates are aggregated for larger domains (it is also useful to

detect spatial bias/autocorrelation).

The amount of scaling required to calibrate the model based estimates to ensure they sum

to direct estimates at appropriate levels of aggregation can show whether any particular

larger domain is estimated worse than any other.

A simple way to achieve benchmarking is making a ratio adjustment:

θ̂d (mod) = θ̂d

(

θ̂
∑

d θ̂d

)

,

where θ̂ is the direct estimate of a larger area obtained as an aggregation of small

areas. The modified estimator may be less efficient than the original, optimal,

estimator, but it can reduce bias.

Another solution is to construct the optimal predictor under a model subjected to the

benchmark constraint. Training on the job on SAE – p. 101/123



Over shrinkage

A numeric measure of shrinkage based also on the comparison between direct and

indirect estimates is the Average Shrinkage Indicator (ASHR) (in percentage):

ASHR
(

θ̂INDIRECT
)

=
1

D

D
∑

d=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

θ̂INDIRECT
d − θ̂DIRECT

d

θ̂DIRECT
d

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

· 100

Sometimes the shrinkage of the indirect estimates is justified (see chapter 6 of the

ABS guidelines). If the relative standard error for each small area whose direct

estimates fall outside the confidence interval of the indirect estimates is significantly

higher than those that do fall within then the smoothing, i.e. the shrinkage, is

warranted. A graphical representation can be done by plotting the absolute

difference between direct estimates and their overall mean, against their relative

standard error. The range limits of the indirect estimates can be marked off on the

graph to identify the direct estimates outside this range, and observe their error.

Another possibility is to plot the absolute difference between direct an indirect

estimates for each area against their error.
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Exp. fram. for comparing SAE methods

External analysis - it is based on simulation studies based on a large number of

samples drawn from the target population (unit level external information) or it is

based on the knoledge of the true values of area-level target parameters (only area

level external information)

Internal analysis - the properties of the methods are evaluated by means of

indicators computed using only one sample

Simulation from a real population

Suppose that we know for all the population the values of the interest and

auxiliary variables

It is possible to assess the properties of the estimators carrying out Monte Carlo

simulation studies, drawing a large number of samples using the real sampling

design.
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Exp, fram. for comparing SAE methods

Simulation from a pseudo-population

When the values of the interest and of the auxiliary variables are not known for

all the units in the population, it is possible to create a pseudo-population from

which select the samples necessary to carry out the simulation study

From one or more real samples we can create the pseudo-population replicating

each record a number of times proportional to the sampling weight (bootstrap).

Problem: intraclass correlation coefficient -

It is not easy to assign to replicated units to Strata and for Higher order units

(ex. households to municipalities, individuals to household, etc.)
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Exp. fram. for comparing SAE methods

Simulation - Evaluation Criteria

Relative Bias %: RBd = 1
R

[

∑R
r=1

ˆ̄θr
d−θ̄d

θ̄d

]

100

Average AbsoluteRB: AARB = 1
D

∑D
d=1 |RBd|

Maximum Absolute RB: MARB = maxd |RBd|

Relative Root Mean Squared Error %:

RRMSEd =

√

√

√

√
1
R

[

∑R
r=1

(

ˆ̄θr
d
−θ̄d

θ̄d

)2
]

100.

Average RRMSE: ARRMSE = 1
D

∑D
d=1RRMSEd

Maximum RRMSE: MRRMSE = maxdRRMSEd
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Exp. fram. for comparing SAE methods

External analysis - Only area level information

The performances of the estimation methods can be evaluated by means of one real

sample and the known totals of the variable of interest both refferred to the same

time (generally the census time)

ARE =
1

D

∑

d

|θ̂d,t − θd,t|

θd,t

ASE =
1

D

∑

d

(θ̂d,t − θd,t)
2
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Relevant Projects on small area estimation

EURAREA Project

EURAREA (Enhancing Small Area Estimation Techniques to Meet European Needs)

was a research programme funded by EUROSTAT under the Fifth Framework (FP5)

Programme of the European Union to investigate methods for Small Area Estimation

and their application. The project ran from January 2001 until June 2004, and was

signed off by Eurostat in February 2005.

The EURAREA project was carried out by a consortium of National Statistics

Institutes (NSIs), universities and research consultancies from across the European

Union. The project was co-ordinated by the United Kingdom Office for National

Statistics.
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EURAREA Project

National Statistical Institutes involved

Instituto Nacional de Estadistica (Spain)

Istituto Nazionale di Statistica (Italy)

Office for National Statistics (United Kingdom)

Tilastokeskus (Finland)

Statistiska Centralbyran (Sweden)

Statistisk Sentralbyra (Norway)
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EURAREA Project

Academic and Consultancy Partners

Akademia Ekonomiczna w Poznaniu (Poland)

Jyvanivskylan Yliopisto (Finland)

SNTL Consulting (United Kingdom)

Universidad Miguel Hernandez de Elche (Spain)

Universita degli Studi Roma Tre (Italy)

University of Southampton (United Kingdom)
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EURAREA Project

The aim of the EURAREA project was to provide Eurostat and European NSIs with a

basis for deciding whether, and how, to apply small area estimation techniques in the

production of official statistics Work Packages

Estimation of Cross-Classifications (involving ISTAT)

Borrowing strength over time

Borrowing strength over space (involving ISTAT)

Estimation methods in presence of complex sampling designs
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EURAREA Project

The research outputs of this project are avaliable at

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/eurarea/

this includes the final Project Reference Volume and macro language programs

written in SAS. You can also access information about the project and its aims and

objectives

the small area estimators implemented are

Direct estimator and GREG estimator (design based)

Synthetic estimators (unit and area level model based) and EBLUP (unit and

area level model based)

spatial autocorrelated estimator based on unit level model

time autocorrelated estimator based on area and unit level model
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Other relevant Projects on SAE

BIAS Project - http://www.bias-project.org.uk-

The BIAS I research programme consists of three methodological components:

Multiple bias modelling for observational studies

Combining individual and aggregate level data

Small area estimation

A SAE R package is available on the website

SAMPLE Project - http://www.sample-project.eu-

The aim of the SAMPLE project is

to identify and develop new indicators and models that will help the

understanding of inequality and poverty with special attention to social exclusion

and deprivation

to develop models and implement procedures for estimating these indicators

and their corresponding accuracy measures at the level of small area
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SAE codes

R

Given the very large existing and quickly growing collection of R packages, it is

impossible to give a complete overview of SAE possibilities with R

At this moment, and as far as we know, only one package has been written

specifically for small area estimation: package SAE2

Another package specific to small area estimation is in development at Statistics

Netherlands

Another package specific to small area estimation is in development at ISTAT- R

functions released in the ESSnet project

An objective of ESSnet on small area estimation is to provide specific SAE codes,

free available on the website

With some additional effort, however, a lot of R functions in other packages can be

put to use for small area estimation

These estimates can be easily computed using base R model fitting functions lm
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SAE codes-R

it is sufficient to combine the fitted lm object with population totals or means

available at the area level

Area-level synthetic estimates can be computed as well using these functions. In

that case the data typically consist of design-based area-level estimates with

corresponding variance estimates used as regression weights

In order to compute EBLUP estimator, the general package for mixed effects models

is lme4.

This package can fit linear mixed (function lmer) —item Linear models are fitted

using ML or REML

The computation of MSEs is more demanding, especially for nonlinear models,

although one might use mcmcsamp for this purpose. Another option might be to use

bootstrap functions from package boot.
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SAE codes-R

Several other packages allow Bayesian inference for generalized linear

mixedmodels. MCMCglmm is a package for fitting univariate or multivariate

generalized linear mixed models using Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques

All functions in R are documented in a standard format

The SAE2 package is not available via CRAN. It can be downloaded from

http://www.bias-project.org.uk/, the website of The BIAS Project
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SAE codes

SAS

SAS codes are available on the EURAREA webpage:

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/eurarea/download.asp

these codes implement

standard estimators (design and model based)

Area and unit level composite estimator with time varying effects

Unit level composite estimator with spatial or temporal effects

Small area estimation with sampling weigths

Cross classification with two-way and three way tables

With some additional effort, however, SAS procedures can be put to use for small

area estimation

Proc reg and Proc Glm Proc Glmselect to fit linear models, that are the

reference models for synthetic estimator

Proc Mixed and Proc Glimmix to fit mixed models models, that are the reference

models for EBLUP estimator Training on the job on SAE – p. 116/123
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